TARGA FLEET
TRANSPORTATION
Control, Security, Eﬃciency: delivered.

Solution dedicated to companies operating in freight services:
hauliers, transport on own account or on account of third parties

+ CONTROL
Constant monitoring
of your vehicles:
where they are, what
state they are in

- COSTS

+ SECURITY

Fewer fuel and
maintenance costs

of the correct and
continuous
functionality of
vehicles

Your needs

Our solution

› Optimizing "delivery turnover" and managing "last minute"
deliveries promptly

› Checking in real time the vehicle current location

› Reducing telephone interaction for resource coordination

› Monitoring drivers' driving time and vehicle use outside
normal working hours

› Optimizing routes
› Certifying the activity performed at the customer's both in
real time and in the ﬁnal balance
› Managing scheduled maintenance autonomously
› Managing the security of both vehicle and transported goods
› Recovering vehicles in case of theft

› Planning vehicle scheduled maintenance

› Checking routes travelled to verify and optimizing them

HOW IT WORKS
Thanks to the installation on board vehicles of a GPRS/SMS GPS (black box), it is possible to know in real time the
position and other data (speed, driver, entry/exit from pre-deﬁned areas), consulting a web-based app available on
smartphones and tablets too.
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Your needs

Your needs

Your needs

› Monitoring vehicle movements in real
time
› Optimizing missions
› Reducing communication operational
costs

› Creating reports to certify the
intervention activity carried out with
details about the place, time and any
other useful information.

› Planning maintenance
› Recording the interventions carried
out
› Preventing vehicle downtime due to
poor maintenance
› Preventing vehicle deterioration

Our solution

Our solution

Our solution

› Electronic stamping for driver
recognition

› Detailed certiﬁcation of the activity
carried out

› Planning maintenance according to
the vehicle hire calendar

› Recovery of the stolen vehicles thanks
to the Operations Center, available
24/7 and connected to the Police all
over Europe

› Creation of reports about routes,
events, maintenance, etc.

› Planning maintenance in compliance
with regulations
› Automatic alerts when the threshold
is reached

› Automatic alarms in case of towing or
tampering of the battery

› Recording and history of all
maintenance works

› Blocking/releasing engines from a
remote position
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